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Instructions: 
 
 

1. Fold the Very Vanilla Cardstock in half to create card base.  
2. Emboss the Smoky Slate (5 ¼” x 4”) with the Brick Wall Embossing Folder and Big Shot. 

Glue to the front of the card. 
3. Cut out the window frame and window box from the Basic Gray cardstock.  
4. Attach the designer paper behind the window fram. Pop up the window frame with 

dimensionals on the card. 
5. Stamp the bear and flowers in Basic Gray ink on the Very Vanilla scraps and cut out with 

the corresponding dies.  Glue the Bear to the window – you will have to cut off the bottom 
of the bear. 

6. Colour the flowers with Stampin’ Write markers and cut them out with the dies.  Glue to 
the back of the window box and pop up both on the bottom of the window frame. 

7. Stamp the hat and bow in Basic Gray ink on the Smoky Slate scrap and cut out with dies.  
Glue them to the bear. 

8. Stamp “thanks” in Basic Gray ink on Smoky slae piece (3 ½” x 3”) and cut out with die 
from Project Life framelits.  Pop up with dimensionals below the window.  

9. Enjoy! 

Supplies 
 
Stamp Set:  
139543 Bear Hugs – wood mount* 
139546 Bear Hugs – clear mount* 
 
Paper:  
101650 Very Vanilla (8 ½” x 5 ½”) (4” x 3 ½”)(4 ½” 
x 2”) 
121044 Basic Gray (4” x 4 ½”)(4 ½” x 2”) 
131202 Smoky Slate (5 ¼” x 4”) (3 ½” x 3”)(scrap) 
138434 Brights Colour Collections DSP (3 ¼” x 2 
½”) 
 
Ink:  
140932 Basic Gray Archival 
 
Other:   
140275 Bear Hugs Framelits Dies* 
135707 Project Life Cards & Labels Framelits 
139666 Hearth & Home Thinlits Dies 
138288 Brick Wall Embossing Folder 
104430 Stampin' Dimensionals 
 
 
 
*Bundle stamps and framelits and save 15% 


